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Cognitive Radio in HF 

•  Research line in HF communications since 1999 
–  3-30 MHz frequency band 
–  Ionospheric propagation 
–  Unstable channel with a high amount of interferences 
 

•  HFDVL modem: Multicarrier techniques 
–  Digital interactive voice 
–  High data rates 

•  M3HF 
–  MIMO 
–  Construction of the B-HF wideband transceiver 

•  CR4HFDVL 
4 
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•  Cognitive Radio and Spectrum Sensing 
– Wideband transceiver 

•  Interferences 

Spectrum 
Sensing 



•  Effect of interferences in the B-HF. 
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•  Effect of interferences in the B-HF 
–  Interference outside the acquisition bandwidth 
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•  Effect of interferences in the B-HF 
–  Interference inside the acquisition bandwidth 
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x = Original Signal 
N pixels 

y = Linear measurements 
M measurements 

Linear measurement 
process 

M x N transformation 
(M < N) 

Chapter 2. Compressive Sensing fundamentals

overview of the CS theory.

Section 2.1 explains the basics about the CS problem with examples where this problem

arises. Section 2.2 deals with two key concepts in the CS theory: sparsity and compressibil-

ity. Section 2.3 explains the particularities of the measurement process in CS and proposes

a method that with high probability can recover the original signal. Section 2.4 expands

Section 2.3 by proposing a method to reconstruct the signal from the sub-Nyquist samples

is described. As oposed to Section 2.3, Section 2.6 introduces a new concept known as Re-

stricted Isometry Property (RIP) which is used in the CS theory in order to quantify if a

measurement system can provide accurate reconstructions without any uncertainty. Using

ideas of the previous sections, in Section 2.7 theory from the previous sections is extended to

non-ideal signals. This chapter ends with Section 2.8 showing di!erent examples of how the

measurements can be done.

2.1 Problem Statement

Consider the problem of reconstructing a signal x ! "N from its linearly measured samples

yi:

ym = #x,!m$ with m = 1, . . . ,M1 (2.1)

The !m vectors have a N%1 dimensionality and they are known as sensing waveforms. A

typical example is the one formed by Dirac delta functions, which corresponds to the typical

time sampling where y is a vector that contains the values of the signal at specific time

instants.

The same expression of Equation (2.1) can be written in matrix notation using the N%N

basis ! composed by concatenating the {!m}Nm=1 column vectors. This kind of formulation

will be used during the rest of the thesis since it simplifies the study of the CS theory as the

measurement samples are also contained in a single vector y = {ym}Nm=1:

y = !x (2.2)

It is important to highlight that in the following sections the analysis will be restricted to

discrete signals x ! "N because it is conceptually simpler and the available analysis resources

are more developed although the basic ideas are also applicable to continous signals as it will

be shown in Chapter 3.

The Compressive Sensing problem arises when the dimensionality M of ! is considerably

smaller than the one of the original signal N . This implies that the equation system of

1The operator !x, y" represents the inner product operation
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Chapter 2. Compressive Sensing fundamentals

Figure 2.1: Example of a compressible image.

(a) Original megapixel image

(b) Wavelet transform coe!cients

(c) Reconstruction using just the 25 000 largest wavelet coe!cients

(extracted from [8]).

the coe!cients must also be encoded. Compressive Sensing pretends to directly acquire the

compressed representation of the signal without having to follow the normal sampling and

subsequent compression [12].

With the previous example, the sparsity concept can be easily explained:

Definition 2.1: Sparsity

A signal s is considered to be sparse if most of its coe!cients are zero. Mathematically

speaking, a signal s is K-sparse if:

!s!l0 = K (2.3)

where !s!l0 represents the L0 norm as defined in Appendix A.1. Another term used in

CS theory is the support of a sparse signal, which is defined as the non-zero positions of the

coe!cients.

Now consider that the signal x from Equation (2.2). If x has an expansion in an orthogonal

basis ! = [ !1,!2, . . . ,!N ], then it can be expressed as:

x =
N!

m=1

sm!m[n] (2.4)

Again, if the previous equation is expressed in matrix form it can be written as follows:

16
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x = !s (2.5)

For instance, x can be the signal once sampled from the time domain (x[n]) and s the

coe!cients in the frequency domain (with ! being the Fourier basis):

x[n] =
1!
N

N!

m=1

sme
j2!mn

N (2.6)

In fact, sparse signals in the frequency domain are those that are composed by a low

number of active tones in comparison with the total bandwidth of the signal. This would be

the case of a signal like the one of Figure 2.2, where a sinusoidal signal in the time domain

can be represented as two coe!cients in the Fourier domain while the rest of them have a

zero value.
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Figure 2.2: Time and frequency representation of a frequency-sparse signal.

Clearly, both x and s are representations of the same signal, so Equation (2.2) can be

rewritten as

y = "x = "!s = #s (2.7)

where M " N and

• " = M #N matrix. Measurement or sensing basis.

• ! = N #N matrix. Representation or sparsity basis.
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Clearly, both x and s are representations of the same signal, so Equation (2.2) can be

rewritten as

y = "x = "!s = #s (2.7)

where M " N and

• " = M #N matrix. Measurement or sensing basis.

• ! = N #N matrix. Representation or sparsity basis.
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x = !s (2.5)
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Clearly, both x and s are representations of the same signal, so Equation (2.2) can be

rewritten as

y = "x = "!s = #s (2.7)

where M " N and

• " = M #N matrix. Measurement or sensing basis.

• ! = N #N matrix. Representation or sparsity basis.
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Clearly, both x and s are representations of the same signal, so Equation (2.2) can be

rewritten as

y = "x = "!s = #s (2.7)

where M " N and

• " = M #N matrix. Measurement or sensing basis.

• ! = N #N matrix. Representation or sparsity basis.
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x = !s (2.5)

For instance, x can be the signal once sampled from the time domain (x[n]) and s the
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number of active tones in comparison with the total bandwidth of the signal. This would be
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Clearly, both x and s are representations of the same signal, so Equation (2.2) can be

rewritten as

y = "x = "!s = #s (2.7)

where M " N and

• " = M #N matrix. Measurement or sensing basis.

• ! = N #N matrix. Representation or sparsity basis.
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Clearly, both x and s are representations of the same signal, so Equation (2.2) can be

rewritten as

y = "x = "!s = #s (2.7)

where M " N and

• " = M #N matrix. Measurement or sensing basis.

• ! = N #N matrix. Representation or sparsity basis.
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Clearly, both x and s are representations of the same signal, so Equation (2.2) can be

rewritten as

y = "x = "!s = #s (2.7)

where M " N and

• " = M #N matrix. Measurement or sensing basis.

• ! = N #N matrix. Representation or sparsity basis.
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is limited to 3 KHz [14]. The channel bandwidth is considerably smaller than the acquisition

bandwidth of the B-HF transceiver (1 MHz) so it could be considered that the input signals

to this system are compressible. This situation becomes clearer when there is a strong inter-

ferer signal which causes that just a few frequencies contain most of the energy of the signal

due to the e!ect of the Automatic Gain Control (AGC).

Now that the interest signals have been defined, there are three main questions remaining:

• Design of a stable measurement matrix ! in order to ensure that the information

contained in y will not be damaged by the dimensionality reduction from !N to !M

so that reconstruction of the original signal x is possible.

• Obtention of a condition that establishes the minimum number of measurements re-

quired M and its relationship with another parameters that intuitively must a!ect its

value such as the original signal length N or the sparsity level K.

• Implementation of a reconstruction algorithm that allows recovering the original signal

x or, equivalently, its sparse coe"cients s from just M " N measurements of x.

2.3 Incoherent sampling.

Design of a stable measurement matrix

When Candès established the first CS ideas in [15], he presented his result based on the

case where the sparse domain used to represent the signal was the time domain and the

measurements were taken in the Fourier domain. In subsequent works, this idea has been

expanded to another pairs of orthobases !N resulting in another concept that is a key element

in CS theory known as coherence [16]:

Definition 2.3: Coherence

The coherence between a measurement basis ! and a sparsity basis " measures the largest

correlation between any two elements of ! and " and it is mathematically defined as

µ(!,") =
#
N · max

m!M,j!N
|$!m,"j%| (2.8)

The range of values of µ(!,") oscilates between [1,
#
N ]. When the basis contains

correlated elements the coherence is large, while when the elements are incorrelated the

coherence between the basis is low.

Most of the CS theory is based on low coherence pairs, which can also be interpreted as

a condition that requires that the rows !l of ! cannot sparsely represent the columns "m of

" and viceversa. In fact, this concept can also be extended to continuous time signals; this

is the case of the Diract delta basis # where !l[n] = !(n & l) and the Fourier basis F with
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Clearly, both x and s are representations of the same signal, so Equation (2.2) can be
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y = "x = "!s = #s (2.7)

where M " N and

• " = M #N matrix. Measurement or sensing basis.

• ! = N #N matrix. Representation or sparsity basis.
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Resumen del proyecto

Independientes e Idénticamente Distribuidas (IID), !l,m, ya que se tratan de matrices con

una baja coherencia con cualquier base !.

El estudio de la coherencia únicamente es válido para señales idealmente dispersas. Sin

embargo, en la práctica las señales no son perfectamente dispersas y están contaminadas con

ruido. Por ello, conforme se produjo un desarrollo en la teoŕıa de CS se siguió trabajando con

nuevos conceptos que abarcaran a este tipo de señales como la Restricted Isometry Property

(RIP) [11]:

Definición 2. Restricted Isometry Property (RIP).

Sea K = 1, 2, . . . , un conjunto de números enteros. Entonces, la constante K de isometŕıa

restringida "K de ! se define para cada entero K como la cantidad más pequeña de tal

manera que la Ecuación (1.8) se cumpla para todos los vectores K-dispersos s

(1! "K)"s"2l2 # ""!s"2l2 # (1 + "K)"s"2l2 (1.8)

donde "s"l2 se define en el Apéndice A y básicamente mide la enerǵıa de la señal.

Esta propiedad se utiliza en la literatura de CS para clasificar si un sistema de medida

caracterizado por una matriz de medidas # satisface las condiciones para hacer posible la

reconstrucción. La RIP se encuentra estrechamente relacionada con la incoherencia pero,

además, es capaz de proporcionar unas garant́ıas deterministas [8].

Una matriz de medidas# satisface la RIP de ordenK si la constante "K no es muy cercana

a uno. Una interpretación más intuitiva es que si la RIP se cumple, entonces la matriz de

medidas # conserva la distancia euclidiana de todas las señales K-dispersas y, por tanto,

estas señales no se encuentran el espacio nulo de #, lo que imposibilitaŕıa su recuperación.

1.2.3. Reconstrucción de señales dispersas

Una vez establecidas las condiciones que deben satisfacer las matrices de medidas, in-

coherencia o RIP, y las señales de interés, dispersidad o compresibilidad, resta conocer cómo

reconstruir la señal original x $ %N a partir de M & N medidas y cuál es el mı́nimo número

de medidas M para posibilitar dicha recuperación.

Para ello, Candès et al. demostraron que resolviendo la optimización de la Ecuación (1.9)

se puede obtener una reconstrucción precisa, x!, con una elevada probabilidad si se cumple

la relación reflejada en la Ecuación (1.10) [10, 12]:

s! = min
s!"N

"s̃"l1 sujeto a y = #s̃ 1 (1.9)

1!s̃!l1 se corresponde con la norma L1 definida en el Apéndice A

10



•  If !2K <      "1, then the solution s! satisfies: 

where sK is an approximation to the original 
signal with all but the largest K coefficients set 
to zero. 
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Obviously, this di!erence is noticeable in the measurements y to obtain a di!erent recon-

struction for each signal. The opposite situation (!2K = 1) would indicate that there is a

rank-deficient1 matrix ! that would cause the following situation where two di!erent vectors

could not be distinguishable:

!(s1 ! s2) " !s1 = !s2 (2.16)

Finally, it is necessary to mention that, for simplicity, there has been skipped some facts

about the RIP condition, as it is considered that the provided information perfectly su"ces

to understand the following sections. For more information about these mathematical condi-

tions, this theory is explained in detail in [22], where another isometry constant is introduced.

The use of this constant is restricted to the mathematical fundamentals of the CS theory more

than to the practical aspects which are the final aim of this chapter.

2.7 Robust Compressive Sampling and General Signal Recov-

ery

Once the RIP condition has been explained, the rest of the results of the CS theory can

be approached. Again Candés et. al [23] extended Theorem 2.1 to consider a broader class

of signal models and not only ideal sparse signals:

Theorem 2.2

If !2K <
#
2!1 and s is a K-sparse signal, then the solution s! to Equation (2.11) verifies

the two following expressions [23]:

$s! ! s$l2 % C0 ·
$s! sK$l2#

K
(2.17)

$s! ! s$l2 % C0 · $s! sK$l1 (2.18)

where s is the original signal in the sparse domain, C0 is an arbitrary constant and the N &1

vector sK is built by selecting the K largest coe!cients of s and setting the rest of the values

to zero.

The main di!erence between Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 is that this result can be

extended to compressible signals or also called nearly sparse signals (the noise e!ect has not

been considered yet). In fact, if s if K-sparse then s = sK and the obtained recovery after

solving the L1 optimization problem is exact. In case s is not K-sparse but compressible,

then the quality of the reconstruction is equal as if the K largest values of s would have been

1Rank-deficient matrix: The rank of a matrix measures the number of linearly independent columns or

rows. If the rank of ! is smaller than M , then it is said to be rank-deficient.
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Obviously, this di!erence is noticeable in the measurements y to obtain a di!erent recon-

struction for each signal. The opposite situation (!2K = 1) would indicate that there is a

rank-deficient1 matrix ! that would cause the following situation where two di!erent vectors

could not be distinguishable:

!(s1 ! s2) " !s1 = !s2 (2.16)

Finally, it is necessary to mention that, for simplicity, there has been skipped some facts

about the RIP condition, as it is considered that the provided information perfectly su"ces

to understand the following sections. For more information about these mathematical condi-

tions, this theory is explained in detail in [22], where another isometry constant is introduced.

The use of this constant is restricted to the mathematical fundamentals of the CS theory more

than to the practical aspects which are the final aim of this chapter.

2.7 Robust Compressive Sampling and General Signal Recov-

ery

Once the RIP condition has been explained, the rest of the results of the CS theory can

be approached. Again Candés et. al [23] extended Theorem 2.1 to consider a broader class

of signal models and not only ideal sparse signals:

Theorem 2.2

If !2K <
#
2!1 and s is a K-sparse signal, then the solution s! to Equation (2.11) verifies

the two following expressions [23]:

$s! ! s$l2 % C0 ·
$s! sK$l1#

K
(2.17)

$s! ! s$l1 % C0 · $s! sK$l1 (2.18)

where s is the original signal in the sparse domain, C0 is an arbitrary constant and the N &1

vector sK is built by selecting the K largest coe!cients of s and setting the rest of the values

to zero.

The main di!erence between Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 is that this result can be

extended to compressible signals or also called nearly sparse signals (the noise e!ect has not

been considered yet). In fact, if s if K-sparse then s = sK and the obtained recovery after

solving the L1 optimization problem is exact. In case s is not K-sparse but compressible,

then the quality of the reconstruction is equal as if the K largest values of s would have been

1Rank-deficient matrix: The rank of a matrix measures the number of linearly independent columns or

rows. If the rank of ! is smaller than M , then it is said to be rank-deficient.
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•  The measurement process must satisfy certain 
requirements: 

– Gaussian or Bernouilli measurements 
M # C K log (N/K) 

– We have to find another alternatives 
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M = Number of measurements 
K = Sparsity level 
N = Original signal length 
C = Arbitrary constant 
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Figure 3.8: Random Demodulator block diagram [31].

incorrelation that di!erent shifts cause in the resulting modulated inputs. Low-pass filtering

is the integrator action, and this step also allows a low-rate sampling, as the original signal

bandwidth will be severely reduced.2

input signal x(t) input signal X(!)

pseudorandom
sequence p

c
(t)

pseudorandom sequence
spectrum P

c
(!)

modulated input
modulated input and

integrator (low!pass filter)

Fig. 2. Action of the demodulator on a pure tone. The demodulation process
multiplies the continuous-time input signal by a random square wave. The
action of the system on a single tone is illustrated in the time domain (left)
and the frequency domain (right). The dashed line indicates the frequency
response of the lowpass filter. See Figure 3 for an enlargement of the filter’s
passband.

Fig. 3. Signatures of two different tones. The random demodulator furnishes
each frequency with a unique signature that can be discerned by examining
the passband of the antialiasing filter. This image enlarges the pass region
of the demodulator’s output for two input tones (solid and dashed). The two
signatures are nearly orthogonal when their phases are taken into account.

components even while it can acquire higher-bandlimit signals
than traditional sampling hardware.

We do pay a price for the slower sampling rate: It is no
longer possible to express the original signal f as a linear
function of the samples, à la the cardinal series (1). Rather, f is
encoded into the measurements in a more subtle manner. The
reconstruction process is highly nonlinear, and must carefully
take advantage of the fact that the signal is sparse. As a result,
signal recovery becomes more computationally intensive. In
short, the random demodulator uses additional digital pro-
cessing to reduce the burden on the analog hardware. This
tradeoff seems acceptable, as advances in digital computing
have outpaced those in analog-to-digital conversion.

B. Results
Our simulations provide striking evidence that the ran-

dom demodulator performs. Consider a periodic signal with
a bandlimit of W/2 Hz, and suppose that it contains K
tones with random frequencies and phases. Our experiments
below show that, with high probability, the system acquires
enough information to reconstruct the signal after sampling
at just O(K log(W/K)) Hz. In words, the sampling rate is
proportional to the number K of tones and the logarithm of
the bandwidth W . In contrast, the usual approach requires

sampling at W Hz, regardless of K. In other words, the ran-
dom demodulator operates at an exponentially slower sampling
rate! We also demonstrate that the system is effective for
reconstructing simple communication signals.

Our theoretical work supports these empirical conclusions,
but it results in slightly weaker bounds on the sampling
rate. We have been able to prove that a sampling rate of
O(K logW + log3 W ) suffices for high-probability recovery
of the random signals we studied experimentally. This analysis
also suggests that there is a small startup cost when the number
of tones is small, but we did not observe this phenomenon in
our experiments. It remains an open problem to explain the
computational results in complete detail.

The random signal model arises naturally in numerical
experiments, but it does not provide an adequate description
of real signals, whose frequencies and phases are typically far
from random. To address this concern, we have established
that the random demodulator can acquire all K-tone signals—
regardless of the frequencies, amplitudes, and phases—when
the sampling rate is O(K log6 W ). In fact, the system does not
even require the spectrum of the input signal to be sparse; the
system can successfully recover any signal whose spectrum
is well-approximated by K tones. Moreover, our analysis
shows that the random demodulator is robust against noise
and quantization errors.

This work focuses on input signals drawn from a specific
mathematical model, framed in Section II. Many real signals
have sparse spectral occupancy, even though they do not meet
all of our formal assumptions. We propose a device, based on
the classical idea of windowing, that allows us to approximate
general signals by signals drawn from our model. Therefore,
our recovery results for the idealized signal class extend to
signals that we are likely to encounter in practice.

In summary, we believe that these empirical and theoretical
results, taken together, provide compelling evidence that the
demodulator system is a powerful alternative to Nyquist-rate
sampling for sparse signals.

C. Outline

In Section II, we present a mathematical model for the
class of sparse, bandlimited signals. Section III describes the
intuition and architecture of the random demodulator, and it
addresses the nonidealities that may affect its performance. In
Section IV, we model the action of the random demodulator
as a matrix. Section V describes computational algorithms
for reconstructing frequency-sparse signals from the coded
samples provided by the demodulator. We continue with an
empirical study of the system in Section VI, and we offer
some theoretical results in Section VII that partially explain
the system’s performance. Section VIII discusses a windowing
technique that allows the demodulator to capture nonperi-
odic signals. We conclude with a discussion of potential
technological impact and related work in Sections IX and
Section X. Appendices I, II and III contain proofs of our signal
reconstruction theorems.

Figure 3.9: RD system action on a pure tone [31].

From this explanation, it can be deducted that the idea of randomness is present again

as a way of creating a measurement matrix ! that satisfies the requirements from CS theory.

Describing the e!ect of the whole system on the input signal will allow extracting the mea-

surement matrix !. In turn, this provides a way to analyze the characteristics of the system

and, in this specific case, it helps the authors to demonstrate that the RD matrix satisfies

the RIP condition. Another advantage of obtaining the measurement matrix !, in this or

another systems, is that simulations to characterise the behaviour and response of the system

to di!erent input signals such as real HF signals can be easily carried out.

First of all, it must be taken into account that f(t) is a continuous multitone time signal

of the form:
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input signal x(t) input signal X(!)

pseudorandom
sequence p

c
(t)

pseudorandom sequence
spectrum P

c
(!)

modulated input
modulated input and
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Fig. 2. Action of the demodulator on a pure tone. The demodulation process
multiplies the continuous-time input signal by a random square wave. The
action of the system on a single tone is illustrated in the time domain (left)
and the frequency domain (right). The dashed line indicates the frequency
response of the lowpass filter. See Figure 3 for an enlargement of the filter’s
passband.

Fig. 3. Signatures of two different tones. The random demodulator furnishes
each frequency with a unique signature that can be discerned by examining
the passband of the antialiasing filter. This image enlarges the pass region
of the demodulator’s output for two input tones (solid and dashed). The two
signatures are nearly orthogonal when their phases are taken into account.

components even while it can acquire higher-bandlimit signals
than traditional sampling hardware.

We do pay a price for the slower sampling rate: It is no
longer possible to express the original signal f as a linear
function of the samples, à la the cardinal series (1). Rather, f is
encoded into the measurements in a more subtle manner. The
reconstruction process is highly nonlinear, and must carefully
take advantage of the fact that the signal is sparse. As a result,
signal recovery becomes more computationally intensive. In
short, the random demodulator uses additional digital pro-
cessing to reduce the burden on the analog hardware. This
tradeoff seems acceptable, as advances in digital computing
have outpaced those in analog-to-digital conversion.

B. Results
Our simulations provide striking evidence that the ran-

dom demodulator performs. Consider a periodic signal with
a bandlimit of W/2 Hz, and suppose that it contains K
tones with random frequencies and phases. Our experiments
below show that, with high probability, the system acquires
enough information to reconstruct the signal after sampling
at just O(K log(W/K)) Hz. In words, the sampling rate is
proportional to the number K of tones and the logarithm of
the bandwidth W . In contrast, the usual approach requires

sampling at W Hz, regardless of K. In other words, the ran-
dom demodulator operates at an exponentially slower sampling
rate! We also demonstrate that the system is effective for
reconstructing simple communication signals.

Our theoretical work supports these empirical conclusions,
but it results in slightly weaker bounds on the sampling
rate. We have been able to prove that a sampling rate of
O(K log W + log3 W ) suffices for high-probability recovery
of the random signals we studied experimentally. This analysis
also suggests that there is a small startup cost when the number
of tones is small, but we did not observe this phenomenon in
our experiments. It remains an open problem to explain the
computational results in complete detail.

The random signal model arises naturally in numerical
experiments, but it does not provide an adequate description
of real signals, whose frequencies and phases are typically far
from random. To address this concern, we have established
that the random demodulator can acquire all K-tone signals—
regardless of the frequencies, amplitudes, and phases—when
the sampling rate is O(K log6 W ). In fact, the system does not
even require the spectrum of the input signal to be sparse; the
system can successfully recover any signal whose spectrum
is well-approximated by K tones. Moreover, our analysis
shows that the random demodulator is robust against noise
and quantization errors.

This work focuses on input signals drawn from a specific
mathematical model, framed in Section II. Many real signals
have sparse spectral occupancy, even though they do not meet
all of our formal assumptions. We propose a device, based on
the classical idea of windowing, that allows us to approximate
general signals by signals drawn from our model. Therefore,
our recovery results for the idealized signal class extend to
signals that we are likely to encounter in practice.

In summary, we believe that these empirical and theoretical
results, taken together, provide compelling evidence that the
demodulator system is a powerful alternative to Nyquist-rate
sampling for sparse signals.

C. Outline

In Section II, we present a mathematical model for the
class of sparse, bandlimited signals. Section III describes the
intuition and architecture of the random demodulator, and it
addresses the nonidealities that may affect its performance. In
Section IV, we model the action of the random demodulator
as a matrix. Section V describes computational algorithms
for reconstructing frequency-sparse signals from the coded
samples provided by the demodulator. We continue with an
empirical study of the system in Section VI, and we offer
some theoretical results in Section VII that partially explain
the system’s performance. Section VIII discusses a windowing
technique that allows the demodulator to capture nonperi-
odic signals. We conclude with a discussion of potential
technological impact and related work in Sections IX and
Section X. Appendices I, II and III contain proofs of our signal
reconstruction theorems.

Two different signals can be clearly distinguished 
 after low-pass filtering 
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Multitone signals 

R #  1.7 K log (W/K + 1) 
R : Sampling rate 
K : Sparsity level 
W : Nyquist rate 

3

II. THE SIGNAL MODEL

Our analysis focuses on a class of discrete, multitone signals
that have three distinguished properties:

• Bandlimited. The maximum frequency is bounded.
• Periodic. Each tone has an integral frequency in Hz.
• Sparse. The number of active tones is small in compar-

ison with the bandlimit.
Our work shows that the random demodulator can recover
these signals very efficiently. Indeed, the number of samples
per unit time scales directly with the sparsity, but it increases
only logarithmically in the bandlimit.

At first, these discrete multitone signals may appear simpler
than the signals that arise in most applications. For example,
we often encounter signals that contain nonharmonic tones
or signals that contain continuous bands of active frequencies
rather than discrete tones. Nevertheless, these broader signal
classes can be approximated within our model by means of
windowing techniques. We address this point in Section VIII.

A. Mathematical Model

Consider the following mathematical model for a class of
discrete multitone signals. Let W/2 be a positive integer that
exceeds the highest frequency present in the continuous-time
signal f . Fix a number K that represents the number of active
tones. The model contains each signal of the form

f(t) =
!

!!!
a! e"2"i!t for t ! [0, 1). (2)

Here, ! is a set of K integer-valued frequencies that satisfies

! " {0,±1,±2, . . . ,±(W/2# 1), W/2},

and
{a! : ! ! !}

is a set of complex-valued amplitudes. We focus on the case
where the number K of active tones is much smaller than the
bandwidth W .

To summarize, the signals of interest are bandlimited be-
cause they contain no frequencies above W/2 cycles per
second; periodic because the frequencies are integral; and
sparse because the number of tones K $W .

Let us emphasize several conceptual points about this
model:

• We have normalized the time interval to one second for
simplicity. Of course, it is possible to consider signals at
another time resolution.

• We have also normalized frequencies. To consider signals
whose frequencies are drawn from a set equally spaced
by ", we would change the effective bandlimit to W/".

• The model also applies to signals that are sparse and
bandlimited in a single time interval. It can be extended
to signals where the model (2) holds with a different
set of frequencies and amplitudes in each time interval
[0, 1), [1, 2), [2, 3), . . . . These signals are sparse not in
the Fourier domain but rather in the short-time Fourier
domain [5, Ch. IV].

B. Information Content of Signals

According to the sampling theorem, we can identify signals
from the model (2) by sampling for one second at W Hz.
Yet these signals contain only R = O(K log(W/K)) bits of
information. In consequence, it is reasonable to expect that we
can acquire these signals using only R digital samples.

Here is one way to establish the information bound.
Stirling’s approximation shows that there are about
exp{K log(W/K) + O(K)} ways to select K distinct
integers in the range {1, 2, . . . ,W}. Therefore, it takes
O(K log(W/K)) bits to encode the frequencies present in the
signal. Each of the K amplitudes can be approximated with
a fixed number of bits, so the cost of storing the frequencies
dominates.

C. Examples

There are many situations in signal processing where we
encounter signals that are sparse or locally sparse in frequency.
Here are some basic examples:

• Communications signals, such as transmissions with a
frequency hopping modulation scheme that switches a
sinusoidal carrier among many frequency channels ac-
cording to a predefined (often pseudorandom) sequence.
Other examples include transmissions with narrowband
modulation where the carrier frequency is unknown but
could lie anywhere in a wide bandwidth.

• Acoustic signals, such as musical signals where each
note consists of a dominant sinusoid with a progression
of several harmonic overtones.

• Slowly varying chirps, as used in radar and geophysics,
that slowly increase or decrease the frequency of a
sinusoid over time.

• Smooth signals that require only a few Fourier coeffi-
cients to represent.

• Piecewise smooth signals that are differentiable except
for a small number of step discontinuities.

We also note several concrete applications where sparse
wideband signals are manifest. Surveillance systems may
acquire a broad swath of Fourier bandwidth that contains
only a few communications signals. Similarly, cognitive radio
applications rely on the fact that parts of the spectrum are
not occupied [6], so the random demodulator could be used to
perform spectrum sensing in certain settings. Additional poten-
tial applications include geophysical imaging, where two- and
three-dimensional seismic data can be modeled as piecewise
smooth (hence, sparse in a local Fourier representation) [7],
as well as radar and sonar imaging [8], [9].

III. THE RANDOM DEMODULATOR

This section describes the random demodulator system
that we propose for signal acquisition. We first discuss the
intuition behind the system and its design. Then we address
some implementation issues and nonidealities that impact its
performance.

W
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Fig. 1. Three RF transmissions with different carriers . The receiver sees a
multiband signal (bottom drawing). In this example the real-valued signal con-
tains bands, and the modulation techniques of the transmitters determine
the maximal expected width .

In this case, the signal is sampled using a multi-coset sampling
strategy, independent of the band locations. However, recovery
is based on knowledge of the spectral support. This approach
guarantees perfect (nonblind) recovery under the same condi-
tion of [7]. Thus, to date, there exist no spectrum-blind method
that is guaranteed to recover a multiband signal (with arbitrary
band positions) at rates lower than the Nyquist rate.

A. Main Contributions

Following the ingredients of the WKS theorem, we begin by
formulating a multiband model which contains signals with
at most bands, whose widths do not exceed . Fig. 1 depicts
a typical communication application that obeys the model .
Once the signal model is established, we develop a minimal rate
requirement for blind perfect reconstruction of signals from
with an arbitrary system. As we show, the lower bound is twice
the Landau rate and no more than the Nyquist rate.

The body of this paper focuses on spectrum-blind reconstruc-
tion (SBR) assuming a preceding multi-coset stage which sat-
isfies the minimal rate requirement. Our first main result de-
scribes a parameter selection for the sampling stage such the
every signal in matches a unique digital representation. This
selection relies on the known values , but does not impose
any restrictions on the band locations. We show that this choice
is also valid for known-spectrum reconstruction with half the
sampling rate.

Our approach to blind recovery is to first determine the spec-
tral support from the given samples. Once the support is recov-
ered, the reconstruction has a closed form solution, which mo-
tivates this paradigm. Theoretical tools are developed in order
to transform the continuous support recovery problem into a fi-
nite-dimensional program without any discretization. We then
prove that the solution can be obtained by finding the unique
sparsest solution matrix from multiple measurement vectors.
This set of operations is grouped under a block we name Con-
tinuous to Finite (CTF). This block is the cornerstone of two
SBR algorithms we develop. One is entitled SBR4 and uses a
single instance of the CTF. SBR4 guarantees perfect reconstruc-
tion when sampling at twice the minimal rate. The other is re-
ferred to as SBR2 and involves a bi-section process and several
uses of the CTF block. SBR2 works at the minimal rate, but
does not guarantee exact recovery for certain multiband signals.
Other differences between the algorithms are also discussed.
Both SBR4 and SBR2 can easily be implemented in DSP pro-
cessors or in software environments.

The CTF block requires finding a sparsest solution matrix
which is an NP-hard problem [13]. Several suboptimal efficient
methods have been developed for this problem in the com-
pressed sensing (CS) literature [13], [14]. In our algorithms,
any of these techniques can be used. However, when using a
suboptimal technique in SBR4, exact recovery is no longer
guaranteed. Fortunately, numerical experiments on random
constructions of multiband signals from show that both
SBR4 and SBR2 maintain a satisfactory exact recovery for min-
imal sampling rate even when suboptimal implementations of
the CTF block are used. In addition, SBR4 is accompanied with
a nice feature which indicates the recovery success, allowing
to switch between suboptimal techniques in case of a failure.
While discussing experimental results, we also address stability
under measurement noise and emphasize the advantages of
SBR4 and SBR2 over a simple inexact discretization-based
reconstruction.

B. Compressed Sensing for Analog Signals

In his seminal work on compressed sensing [15], Donoho
posed the ultimate goal of merging compression and sampling.
In such an approach, the actual information contents dictate
the sampling rate, rather than the dimensions of the ambient
space in which the signal resides. This goal triggered a surge
of research on various mathematical and algorithmic aspects
of sensing sparse signals, which were mainly studied for dis-
crete and finite vectors. The present work takes a first step to-
wards sensing in a truly continuous environment. An adapta-
tion of CS results to continuous signals was also considered in
a series of conferences papers (see [16] and [17] and the refer-
ences therein). However, these papers did not address the case
of multiband signals. In [16], a vector signal was assumed, but
the generalization to continuous signals was not studied, while
in [17] an underlying discrete model was used so that the contin-
uous signal is a linear combination of a finite number of known
functions. Here, there is no discrete model as the signals are
treated in a continuous framework without any discretization.1

A second aspect that distinguishes our work from main-
stream CS papers relates to tractability of the recovery. From
a sampling viewpoint, perfect reconstruction is a desired goal
even when yielding a difficult recovery stage (i.e., an NP-hard
problem). The WKS theorem, for example, suggests an ideal
lowpass filter for reconstruction, whose practical implementa-
tion is highly demanding. The approach in compressive sensing
promotes the opposite viewpoint and strives for tractable
recovery algorithms at the expense of suboptimality in the
sampling rate [13]–[15], [24].

C. Outline

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we formu-
late the signal model and the reconstruction goals. The minimal
rate theorem for blind reconstruction is stated and proved in
Section III. A brief overview of multi-coset sampling is pre-
sented in Section IV. We develop our main theoretical results
on spectrum-blind reconstruction and present the CTF block in

1Since submission of the report [18] and the conference version [19], we
have further expanded the analog CS framework in several follow-up papers;
see [20]–[23].
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– L1-norm minimization 

 

•  Computationally feasible 
•  Guarantees the exact reconstruction of sparse signals 
•  L1 norm definition: 

Chapter 2. Compressive Sensing fundamentals

yi = !x,!m" with i = 1, . . . ,M (2.9)

The first thought would be to obtain a reconstruction x! of the original signal x by solving

the combinatorial optimization problem:

s! = min
s!"N

#s̃#l0 subject to y = !s̃ (2.10)

Basically, the solution to this problem tries to find the sparsest result of all the possible

solutions to the original system and it has been proved that with high probability it can

recover the original K-sparse signal exactly [16]. After obtaining s!, if there were some

interest in recovering x!, it could be easily obtained by computing x! = "s. However, solving

Equation (2.10) is numerically unstable and the amount of required computations would be

infeasible.

With this problem in mind, the main goal consists in trying to find an alternative method

to obtain x! with the idea that the solution of this new problem will be equivalent to the one

obtained in Equation (2.10). For this, Candès [14] proposed using the following reconstruction

method:

s! = min
s!"N

#s̃#l1 subject to y = !s̃ (2.11)

where #s̃#l1 corresponds to the L1 norm defined in A.2.

This optimization problem is often referred as the Basis Pursuit (BP) problem and it can

be recast as a linear program with a more e!cient implementation than the problem defined

in Equation (2.10). However, not in all circumstances solving Equation (2.10) is equivalent

to Equation (2.11), so the problem of finding a stable method that guarantees an accurate

solution for sparse signals is not solved yet.

2.5 Undersampling and Sparse Signal Recovery

The surprising result first obtained by Candès et al. in [14] and extended in [15] is the

following one:

Theorem 2.1: Minimum number of samples to obtain an accurate reconstruc-

tion with high probability

Let s $ %N be the K-sparse representation in " of the signal x $ %N . Then, for some

positive constant C the solution to the problems defined in Equations (2.10) and (2.11) are

the same and exact with overwhelming probability provided that

20

Appendix A

Norms

A.1 Lo norm

The definition of the L0 norm in the field of Compressive Sensing di!ers from the one in the

most commom metric geometry. In fact, Donoho distinguished it by adding quotation marks

(L0“norm”) although by abuse of notation in the rest of the bibliography these quotation

marks are omitted.

Definition: L0 norm

The L0 norm of a vector s ! "N is

#s#l0 = #{K, sK $= 0,K = 1, . . . , N} (A.1)

Basically, it can be said that the L0 norm counts the number of non-zero entries in a

vector.

Example

If s = [1,%3, 0, 0, 5], then #s#l0 = 3.

A.2 L1 norm

Definition: L1 norm

The L1 norm of a vector s ! "N is defined as

#s#l1 =
N!

i=1

|si| (A.2)

In plain english, the L1 norm is the sum of the absolute value of the entries in a vector.

Example

79
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– L1-norm minimization 
 

K = Sparsity level 

M = # of measurements 

N = # of samples of 
       the original signal 
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– L1-norm minimization 
•  Problem: Noise effect 
 

K = Sparsity level 

M = # of measurements 
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•  Compressive Sampling Matching Pursuit (CoSaMP) 
•  Greedy algorithm 
•  It needs an approximation of the sparsity level K 
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•  Compressive Sampling Matching Pursuit (CoSaMP) 
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Compressive Sensing systems in HF 

•  Interference mitigation system 
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•  Strongest interference detection 
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•  Several interferences detection 
– Strong interference scenario 
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•  Several interferences detection 
– One strong interference scenario 
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•  Several interferences detection 
– High activity scenario 
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•  Several interferences detection 
– High activity scenario 
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Conclusions 

•  Architecture of an interference detection system 
based on Compressive Sensing. 

 
•  It is possible to use the RD and the CoSaMP to 

obtain information about HF signals at a sub-
Nyquist rate. 

 
•  Learning and prediction techniques must be used 

to improve the interference detection system.  
50 



Future research lines 

•  Test of the limits of the reduction in the 
sampling rate. 

•  Perform an accurate characterisation of the 
MWC. 

•  Generation of a C code which implements the 
Compressive Sensing recovery algorithms. 
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